AVENGER FLEET VU
(AFV)
Remote Engineering
and Certification
Assistance
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AFV Remote Engineering/Cert Capabilities
The ability to connect engineers/DERs to technicians on the hangar floor or in the field
with remote assistance by sharing live video, audio, pictures and other content to
support specific tasks such as repairs, inspections, testing, customer support, etc.
 Hands-free videoconference with field
technician’s field of vision
 Red dot pointer with object tracking
 HD photo from the device’s camera
 Capture and edit a freeze frame of the
video call, type notes and send it back
to the field technician
 Record and store videoconferences
 Send documents in image file formats
 Screensharing: field technician can see
the screen of the remote expert(s)
 Webcam: field technician can see
through the webcam of the remote
engineers and DERs

 Increase efficiency of communications to
speed the execution of paper and shop work
 Several experts can communicate at same time
 Experts can be virtually present during a repair,
installation, inspection, testing, flight training
 Can be used anywhere a wi-fi signal is present
 Train your own staff without travel
 User can access Avenger technical experts at
standard rates already established and for
AOG/after hours at 1.5 x standard rates
 User can share within corporate borders
without need of contacting Avenger experts

These can pay for themselves with the very first use!
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AFV Synchronous Communication
1. Technician performs complex
maintenance or inspection job

Cloud

or
WiFi or Cellular

On-Premises
2. Technician uses smart glasses
to request live assistance from
Avenger’s Remote Expert
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3. Avenger’s Remote Expert is able to provide effective assistance through
local technician’s point-of-view. Either party can snap pictures, videos and
can coordinate with voice driven instructions, guidance, exchange of
information, etc.

Pricing Sheet
Avenger Fleet Vu will save time and money when the need for on-site engineering or certification
occurs. This will reduce the need for travel costs as well as decrease the amount of time both the
shop and engineering spend on the exchange of vital information used to formulate a repair or
installation.
AFV can also be used to connect different customer facilities to each other.

2019 Pricing
All pricing includes 3 years of software licensing

Remote-Site Single Pair of Work Glasses and Software License

$7,800.00

* Communication with remote Avenger Technical Specialist (expert)

Intra-Company Work Glasses (5 pair min) and Software License** $6,000.00 each pair
** Communication is not to Avenger, but within boundaries of an individual company to each other. If fewer than
5 pair are desired, the Remote-Site Single Pair price is applicable.
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